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Inaugural session.
Shri Vijay Kumar Rai (Sector Lead, WHH) inaugurated
the workshop by lighting the camp. The inauguration session
was attended by Shri Babul Jee, Shri Ramesh Kumar
Singh, Shri M.P Sinha & Shri Pankaj Kumar and other
special guests. All special guest and other stakeholders were
welcomed with saplings.

Setting agenda / objectives
Shri Ajay Kumar Jha (Program Manager, GPSVS): - At first
he welcomed to all participants. GPSVS organization has been
working on the issues of climate change adaptation, integrated
water resource management and sustainable agriculture and rural
livelihood since last 20 year. He stated that “long ago, our
forefathers/ancestors did not even think that they would ever
think about water. GPSVS has constructed & renovated lots of
pond, wall, Dabra & harvested rain water.”

Mr. Ramesh kumar (Chairman, GPSVS)
Please go through the link –
https://youtu.be/WX2MUUQvxDw

He put the objectives of workshop before the participants. Giving the background of the workshop, he
highlighted the problems of climate change at Global level and its impact on local level. He said, “Climate
change is a global problem. There are many small and large organizations in the entire state of Bihar,
which are working directly and indirectly on the issues of water conservation and crisis. Government
authority and department do not give proper dignity to the organization people in the Govt
program, despite the usefulness and relevance of the people. The government will get the
information about our all program even if the government does not involve us in Jal-Jeevan-Hariyali
Abhiyan, this is efforts of us. A common effort means that everyone should do the program together.
This Abhiyan should not be limited into our region. We all want to do integrated program before it should
be discussed with each other. No country and community is untouched by it. India as well as Bihar is
affected by it. The most affected community is our farmers. Climate change, reflected by errant rainfall,
growing temperature, changing humidity and atmospheric condition, is affecting the all spheres of liferight from the livelihood to overall environmental conditions people live in." Further he said though the
state government of Bihar has formulated action plan for climate change but its implementation is a big
challenge. Problem of climate change requires the collective effort by different stakeholders – from policy
makers to community people at ground level. Without collective effort, the state like Bihar will continue to
suffer from different kinds of disaster like flood, drought, cyclonic wind, hailstorms and others natural
hazards. Environment will get more and more unfavorable and ecological imbalance will be more visible
with wider consequences on agriculture which is the backbone of the economy of Bihar. It will have
growing ill affect on the community health also.

I.
II.
III.
IV.

To initiate stakeholders dialogues for climate change Adaptation & Jal – Jeevan – Hariyali Abhiyan.
To share the ground level practices related to climate change adaptation.
To promote interaction between experts on climate change and Practioners.

To make collective efforts & sensitize to government authority on our work for climate change adaptation.

Purpose
Overall purpose of this workshop was to form “Collective Dedicates Stakeholders Action Network for
Climate Change Adaptation & Jal-Jeevan-Hariyali” at state level to promote and implement activities to
reduce the effect of climate change by collective effort. Shri Ramesh Kumar Singh & all participants added that
this workshop is to take imitative to form this “Network” and lay actions to take forward the activities of
‘networks’.
Learnt from Stakeholders & Partner Agency on CCA & Jal-Jeevan -Hariyali
Shri Sunil Mandal (MVS, Madhubani): - He said that
when we started work on the issues of climate change
adaptation as well as farmer field school that time
community and farmers recommended that they did not
introduced and well understand about the Climate Change
Impact. Through the support of GPSVS-MISEREOR, we
have implemented FFS at the community level and at
present 100 farmers have trained on Climate Smart
Agriculture practices. 75% farmers were not well known
about the climate change. At the community level, we have collected traditional seeds, trained on organic
farming, produced vermin compost, provided training on CSA, created awareness on Nutrition garden. 3 ponds
have renovated with the support of MGNREG scheme.
Prem Kumar Brahma (SAMTA, Bihar): - He said that
today water is the big challenges issue for us. All
countries are thinking about it. In 2005, we have started
our research work and it found that in this state doesn’t
have water scarcity but potable drinking water and water
quality is absent. Community people are bound to use this
unsafe drinking water because there is no any water
treatment facility. Once a time, such organization
distributed water bottle for drinking but it was not right
process to work on this issues. In 2004 & 2007 during the
flood time, we stared work for rain water harvesting with low cost and local water treatment technology as result
there was no any diarrhea case in the government hospital. Water contamination is major issues in North Bihar. If
we want to work for CCA then we must have need to linked with community and donor agency is required to
going this field and meet with the community people.
Shri Rajendra Jha (Kosi Seva Sadan): - He said that further, in the village and school grows flowers and it was
natural but now we used plastic flowers. Due to high population density, we have destroyed our land, water, air
and forest. Those works were started in 2006, which is being implemented by the government today. By planting

just one tree, we cannot adapt to climate change and conserve water. Both North & South Bihar will have to
required to perfect network and Abhiyan for implement this work
either it will not be possible to adapt.
Shri Basudeo Mandal (Secretary-GPSVS, Madhubani): - He
welcomed to all participants. He said that history is the largest
court in the world. In 1913, Mahatma Gandhi Jee wrote a book
“Key to Health.” He described this word – it has a separate
chapter on clean air which states that the body requires three types
of natural nutrition like air, water and food. He added that
“England Scientist said that if human has 100 years left, then it
would be choice different plant for way of life. At the present day, our traditional practices have been damaged by
the modern technology and scientist. This situation has created by richest persons, politician, industrialist etc. he
also added that “about 100 years ago, on 1st January 1918, Mahatma Gandhi jee said in a meeting in Ahmedabad
that if freedom is needed then we will required to freedom to air, water and grain.
Vijay Kumar Rai (Sector Lead, WHH): We use different type of technology for example Punjab state was
bring green revolution. He said that “I am not much criticizers &
much supported for this technology.” As we know within this region,
there was created cancer belt. Due to use of excessive chemical
fertilizer in agriculture field, as result there will come out nitrogen,
emission of Carbon Dy oxide. India is an agricultural country. 80 %
people depend on agriculture sector. Due to high density population,
we cannot think about only organic farming and follow the traditional
techniques. Our earth is always affected by the 3 types of heat like –
Blue heat, yellow heat & Red heat. The earth is dry due to this 3 type
of heat. The temperature rise when the earth starts heating up by 3
types of heat. Due to this reason, glacier start melt and it occur flood.
We can see much flooding in coastal area. According the global
report, there is 21 such Island in Srilanka which will go under water
after a few days. In India about 300 above districts will suffer from
water scarcity. In South Africa such area water is come under 0 Level
and water will given by Public Distribution centre. In future 21 states
in India will suffer from this water scarcity and water will be
distributed by PDS. At the same time, we are seeing new diseases come into our agriculture and our health. If
there will be impact on Agriculture then the effect will be on our livelihood and it will effect on our children. If
we talking about Climate Change then we must have need to discussed about our Human right. Flood is the major
issues at the present day.
He said that urban flooding main reason is to improper drainage system and building construction. Rain fall water
cannot move and going out to another place as result water conserve into the drain and lastly it occurs flood. We
can work without resource if we think about our rights and dignity. Every Friday school children have started safe
campaigning for climate change adaptation. He appreciated the Bihar Government initiative of Jal – Jeevan Hariyali campaigning program. He also said that we will not get success in this work until we connect with the
community people. Recently in 2019, a researcher found that no we can stop the climate change; no we can stop
flood water. Whatever we work on this issues, there is required to proper document and it need to share with

Government authority. Whatever issues of the organization should be conveyed to the government, it will be the
effort of all us.
Shri Pankaj Kumar (Water Aid, Patna):He appreciated GPSVS work on this issue but need to consolidate
and report to right channel. He said that we (Water Aid) are member
of State Climate Change so he committed to work with comparative.
On February 2020, we are going to organize a partnership meeting
with stakeholders where we will take help from Shri Ramesh Jee. For
this meeting, we will invite to all participants to share their own
experience on grass root level. He suggested that build a solid
network and create a solid program for all of us. He committed to
build a solid network; this network will be form and start in Feb 2020. He will arrange all the financial issues for
this network. All we know, climate change is happening. Local to Gobal all level this is highlight. Its effect is
seen in different forms like some area affected by flood and
drought and erratic rain fall pattern. Rich and powerful people are
not responsible or accountable for it but small and middle class
people have much pressure for it. Same issues on Climate Change,
someone does it but someone has to suffer. Climate Change is
happening in every place but the impact is much seen in poor
country. He added American ex president statement “American
way of life is not open for compromise.” Recently America has
withdrawn the sign and violated the Kyoto protocol. He
appreciated Prem Jee word “gimmick”, he will use forcefully as well as carefully this Gimmick and will bring
radical changes from gimmick. If we want to change then we need to promote traditional wisdom and enrich to
the all level. Through the creation of solid network, we will move forward to change.
Babul Jee (Founder of DRR Mission): - Life consists with 3
parts like – Water, Air & land. He developed new concept of
FLOW – Focused on Land, Oxygen & Water). He said that
before Indian population was 40 Cr but in 2020 it is 140 Cr.
Population. 100 Cr. Population is difference. Indian land,
water & air is not increase, it has the same position. There is
life pressure, economic and political pressure. Agriculture
demand has increased at the present day. 20 years ago, we
don’t have mobile phone but now all family per person has
one or more mobile phone. Our consumption limitation has been increased by self. Before we didn’t have motor
cycle but today all people have bike, mobile. He appreciated Pankaj Jee opinion on global issues; he said that
Greta Thambard, 16 yrs old Sweden girl has started a campaigning program where researchers, teachers, youth,
activist & campaigners, practitioners and common citizen have involved in this program. Also he added that in
Bihar electric consumption 200 unit per person/ per year but American consumption 36000 unit per person/per
year and in England, electricity consumption per person per year 22000 unit. There is some difference traffic rule
and regulation for drivers like if you will drive 2 persons in a car then you will get the free line for travelling.
Most of the people travel single so it is the major reason for climate change. Bihar is an agriculture state. We
produce lots of agriculture product but we will trade at outside of the state because here is no option to promote
industrial. We are doing low damaged of our climate. If we think about it then we can say Bihar is a only one
state where climate change is very less. Government is not taken proper responsible for adapt climate change but

lots of organizations are doing very effective work for climate change adaptation. SHG program was started from
Bangladesh then it has spread within Asia country. Lots of NGO/INGO formed SHGs but government has
adapted this work through Jeevika program. We will require to again implementation this kind of work. 1 person
can work big level.
Christopher Bachmann (YACM, Patna): - He appreciated GPSVS
work. This is the first meeting in New Year 2020 where we are talking
about Climate Change issues. At first, he told about mindset. Our
mindset is totally difference from other country for example if light
disconnects in America then everyone calls to Electric supply office
and asks why the light has gone. At the same time In Japan, they will
check their own fuse at first but In India (Particularly in Bihar), first of
all, people come out and see that neighbors light did not go then it is
okay. All people know the issues and problem and suffer from it.
Where to start talking when it come and when it comes to collective efforts then it comes to understanding and
importance. If you share then what should be shared. Always we fasten on government department.
Shri M.P Sinha (Secretary -JVS, Bihar): -He thanked to
GPSVS chairman & organizer of this workshop. He said that
we have formed lots of Inter agency network. He said that
Ahar Pyne Bachao Abhiyan has been implemented in 8
Districts and 52 villages in Bihar with the support of WHH. In
2000 – 2003 Year, only single project in Bihar has been
implemented in 36 Villages where community people have
access to drinking water. We have started advocacy with all
partner network and donors agency at state and national level.
He said that 5 September 2019, we have organized a state level meeting where we kept three type of component
like – Charcha (Discussion), Parcha (Documentation) & Kharcha (Budget).
Ravi Sankar Bhakat (RNVSS, Bihar): - He has suggested the importance of a solid network for local level
climate change adaptation network. He told about the current situation about the water quality and availability.
Due to unpredicted rain fall, ground water is not happening to recharge but our drinking and agriculture is
depending on ground water. We will require reducing the water wastage.
Shri Gautam Kumar (SSP, Patna): - Due to lack of knowledge, most of the farmer cannot get proper profit
from agriculture. For more production, Govt. has found alternative solution for increasing the production. That is
why hybrid seed concept has introduced and also govt providing hybrid seed to the marginalized section farmer.
But today we talk about traditional seed conservation. We know day to day India population has been increasing
since last 10 years. If we promote only traditional system then we cannot manage the household food security and
income. People need to be more aware of this effect of climate change. Finally open session was held to chalk out
the way forward to strengthen the net work and reduce the effect of climate change in Bihar. At the organization
level, we require to proper document of traditional practices and we must have need to campaigning and
advocacy for alternative solution for organic farming and producing vermin compost.
Finally open session was held to chalk out the way forward to strengthen the net work and reduce the effect
of climate change adaptation & jal – Jeevan – Hariyali in Bihar.
Through the collective suggestion, a network has been formed in this workshop. (Feb 2020, it will decided
the implementation strategy and norms)

Way forward
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Decide region wise solid structure of climate change Action Network
Next meeting will be held on Feb 2020 (Organize by Water Aid & Network organization)
Conduct advocacy for CCA & JAL – JEEVAN – HARIYALI at the national & State level.
Prepare proper documentation and share with the government concern department.
Health related awareness at community level – to intimate the impact of climate change
Awareness among farmers for climate change adaptation to agriculture.
Sharing of good practices related to climate change adaptation.

Workshop ended with Vote of Thank by Ajay Kumar Jha, Basudeo mandan & Shri Ramesh Kumar
Singh (Chairman-GPSVS).

